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Legislature considers action on bills
By Nanette Strehl
The State Legislature is considering quick action on a series of bills
that would restructure New Jersey's state colleges . The bills now
being considered will implement
some of the proposals that were
put forth by Chancellor Hollander
in a document entitled Strengthen-

ing Educational Excellence at the
State Colleges.
The Teacher's Union claims that
there is an effort underway to pass
these laws within the next two
weeks in order to prevent either
student groups or faculty from
seeking changes in these bills as
they go through the legislative process . The union backs its claim by
citing the fact that key legislators
had promised as late as last Thursday that action would be deferred
on the bills until late January.
The document, which was
passed by the Board of Higher Education in late October, summarized Chancellor Hollander' s
recommendations in the general
areas of goverance, mission, and
finance . The proposals were the

Chancellor' s alternatives to the
Commission on the Future of the
State College's recommendations
for a University of New Jersey. The
bills now being considered are intended to grant the state colleges
autonomy in fiscal and personnel
affairs. The major proposals are as
follows :
,i State colleges should lose
their state agency status, and the
powers that currently reside in
treasury and civil service should be
. transferred to the state college
Boards of Trustees in accordance
with policies and procedures established by the Board of Higher
Education.
,i The Board of Higher Education shall establish guidelines
within which the Board ofTrustees
of each respective state college
shall establish tuition rates and all
other fees to be paid by students (at
each respective state college) .
,i The colleges should receive
funding on a net, rather than gross
appropriation basis.
,i State colleges should be given
the authority to develop their own

recruitment, hiring and personnel
management programs. All classified managerial professional positions should be moved into an unclassified status.
,i The state colleges should
have membership on the collective
bargaining
team
that
negotiates with the faculty/staff
bargaining agent.
,i The Chancellor would become an ex-officio, non-voting
member of each state college
Board ofTrustees.
,i A New Jersey State College
Governing Board Association
(NJSCGBA) would be established
to replace the current Council of
State Colleges . The Board would
be comprised of one trustee from
each of the state colleges; with the
Chancellor and the state college
presidents serving ex-officio, without vote.
,i The Governor will continue
to function as the public employer
under the New Jersey EmployerEmployee Act, and through the Office of Employee Relations act as
the chief spokesperson with re-

spect to all matters under negotia- minimum
admission
requiretion . A representative of the
ments.
NJSCGBA and the Chancellor's ofMany believe that the Chancelfice shall be full members of the
lor's recommendations would renegotiating team .
sult in more direct participation by
the Chancellor and the Board of
,i Each college's Board of TrusHigher Education in the affairs of
tees will be required to triennially
submit to the Board of Higher Edu- the colleges, giving them less autonomy than they have now. They
cation for its approval a comprehensive three year institutional . point to the Chancellor becoming
an ex-officio member of the Board
plan , to be evaluated in accordance with the Statewide Plan and of Trustees of each college, which
would allow him to oversee the
Administrative Code .
implementation of the five year
The purpose of the Institutional
contract with the State Board that
plan is to assure that the state coleach college would be placed
leges address both the nature and
under.
quality of the curriculum, the
Kean's Faculty Senate and the
strengthening or abandoning of
American Federation of Teachers
weak programs, and the developalso oppose many other recomment of new programs .
mendations, such as the developThe bill also gives the Board of ment of each college's own perHigher Education the power to es- sonnel management program, the
tablish minimum admission stan- call for the Chancellor and the
dards for all public institutions of state college presidents to be
higher education . It also states that placed on the state's collective
nothing in the chapter shall be bargaining team, and the concept
construed to prevent individual in- of funding on a net appropriation
stitutions from establishing higher basis .

New art gallery underway
By Bil/Jones

.~
Machinists run program through Bridgeport milling machine in one of two four-hour class sessions that
meet once a week. They attend day or evening depending on their weekly work schedules. Shown are, from
left, Harry Tornpkins, Dr. John Sladicka, Thomas Tornalavage, and Brian E. Taylor.

A new gallery, to be used exclusively for student exhibits, will be
built soon in the Vaughn Eames
lobby across from the present college gallery.
The new gallery wiU be openlled
by F.A.5.A. and will feature student art all during the school year.
Currently, student art is only showcased once a year in the present
gallery, which mostly runs exhibits
for outside talents .
Construction on the project will
begin during intersession at its location, a seating area directly
across from the present gallery.
The seats and benches will be removed, and two walls will be
erected to join the existing walls,
forming a room for the gallery.
Funding for the project will come
from three main sources, the
Counci I for Part-Time Students,
Student
Organization
and
F.A.S.A. According to Tara Higgins, administrative assistant for
the council, $4,000 has been appropriated for the gallery, another
two thousand will come from Stu-

dent Organization, and the remainder of funds will come from
F.A.S.A. and other college organizations.
The gallery is expected to open
some time next semester, but no
opening da'8 h - "-en - .. ,,. -w,\\

be operated and staffed by
F.A.S.A. members. Faculty members from the Fine Arts Department
will serve as advisors.

Scholarships
awarded
By Elizabeth Rodriguez
Five students were awarded
, scholarships of $500 by Student
Organization last week. The winners are: Steve Pasmank, recipient
of the Dr. John H. O'Meara Memorial Scholarship; Lee Ellen Burgoyne, recipient of the Leonard
Andres Memorial Scholarship;
Daniel Rodgers, recipient of the
Ann Marie Behm O ' Donnell
Memorial Scholarship; Joe Gug-

(Continued on page 6)

Tours access the needs ofthe handicapped
By Nanette Strehl
In an Independent article back
in October, Patrick Ippolito, vice
president of Student Services,
stressed the importance of getting
the perspective of the handicapped students in order that a list
could be set up of what they perceived to be the biggest barriers to
their accessibility on campus .
Since then, a task force comprised
of both abled and disabled students and administrators have
taken six tours to review campus
accessibility.
On October 24, the task force
toured Vaughn-Eames, Willis, and
Wilkins. The force cited 46 in-

ln this·issue:

stances where conditions of both
the buildings and pavements either
denied them accessibility or impaired mobility. For example, the
report listed such things as the
stalls in Vaughn-Eames being to
small for wheelchairs to enter,
there being no handicapped stall at
all in the bathrooms at Wilkins, the
Willis West door being too heavy
to open, elevators closing too
quickly (which recently caused injury to a handicapped student),
and the poor conditions of the
pavement, especially on the path
from Vaughn-Eames to Wilkins. •
The second tour, which was
conducted on October 31,
covered Bruce, Townsend, and

South Africa
reaches
Kean

5

the Science building. The Campus ing almost all of the major projects
schools, Gasorek Diagnostic, and that are likely to be prioritized out
the gym were toured on November of the capital budget, such as
elevators, doors, and pathways.
11 . The locker rooms, showers,
HThere's a remedy for them/ he
and bathrooms in the gym were all
said.
found to be inaccessible.
The issue of handicapped accesFurther tours were conducted in
sibility has also been brought to the
the College Center, the Library,
Whiteman, Dougall, Bartlett, Stu- attention of the Board of Trustees.
Elena Cella addressed the Board at
dent Activities, and Downs Hall,
the Jatter of whose ladies' room their November 19 meeting. She
handicapped stall was reported as pointed out that accessibility can
being backwards. The Task Force's be increased in some offices by
final list cited 180 items that simply rearranging the furniture.
Discussion was also held on ways
needed improvement. They will
now set up a I ist of the projects they to seek outside funding for completion of accessibility projects.
feel should be prioritized.
Patrick Ippolito stated that the · Board of Trustees member Mrs.
college can accomplish renovat- Bitterman asked that the Board re-

French
Abroad

6

Interview/
Jigs and the
doctor

i

Japan's
flower
dolls

ceive additional information on
campus accessibility by their February meeting.
In the meantime, new doors for
the College Center will be installed. The total cost of $3,777 was
raised by the Council for Exceptional Children at a dance-a-thon
they held last semester. Miss Lee
Ellen Burgoyne, the group's chairperson, also said that the phones in
Downs Hall have been lowered.
She also stated that the college
needs to set up a 504 committee ·
since the present ad-hoc committee for accessibility doesn't fill the
504 committee requirement because no administrators sit on it.

9

Women's
swimming
team

12
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NEWSBEAT
Freshman class takes shape
The Class of 1988 has finally
filled all the officer and representative positions. President Kevin
Doyle's executive committee consists of Anthony Confortini as vice
president, Eugene Byrne as treasurer, and Elise Schmetz as secretary. Class representatives are
Kathy Reynik, Tom Moritz, Kathy
Lattig, Eugene Ryrne, <;,,<,.., Oob-

losky, Rob Laverty, Tim Bowman,
Charlene Cerato, Elise Schmetz,
Richard Bellis, Rich McGovern,
and Tara Stuart. Freshman class
meetings are open to all freshmen
since we need all your ideas. Any
questions or concerns can be directed to Kevin Doyle in th_e Student Organization Office.

Courses to aid in business
The Center for Corporate Educa,tion at Kean College is offering
seven courses geared to the enhancement of professional business careers.
Registration is underway at the ·
center's office (527-3089 and 5272208) on the East Campus. The
courses are: Management Strategies for the Small Firm, eight Mondays starting Nov. 26; Writing
Technical Reports, eight Tuesdays
starting Nov. 27; Contingency and

Long-Range
Planning,
eight
Wednesdays starting Nov. 28.
Also, Managing Employee Benefits on eight Mondays starting
Nov . 26; Human Resources Planning on eight Tuesdays starting
Nov. 27; Maintaining a NonUnion
Operation
on
eight
Wednesdays starting Nov. 28;
Equal Employment and Affirmative
Action on eight Thursdays starting
Nov. 29.

Aging and the family
Aging and the Family, a new
Gerontology course, is being offered by the Kean College Gerontology Center in the spring 1985
semester.
The course will focus on subjects such as fam ilies in later life
and caring for an aging parent. It
will combine a theoretical orientaiton with a practical experiential
opportun ity .
The course, wh ich w ill meet
Mondays from 5 to 7:30 p .m., will

be taught by assistant professor of
gerontology in the department of
early childhood and family
stud ies, Robert A. Fam ighetti of
East Orange. Professor Fam ighetti
is also the d irector of the Gerontology Center at Kean .
Additional information about
the course may be obta ined from
Professor Fam ighetti at (201) 5272605 or the registrar's office at
527-2444.

Kean
to participate inH.N.M.U.N.C.
-

Kean College has accepted an
invitation from the Internationa l
Relations Council of Harvard University, to participate in the 1985
Harvard National Model United
Nations Conference. This special
opportunity to join over eight
hundred outstanding students from
colleges and universities throughout North America offers an exciting and challenging experience.
Kean College has been participating in the Harvard Model
United Nations since 1973, and
over the years has developed a
reputation as being one of the best
prepared schools, wi nning aw ards
at each of the conferences.
This reputation is due in part to
the dedication of the program's coordinator and advi sor, Dr. Charles
P. Kelly, as well as the students,
who throughout the years of competition have shown initiative, desire, and enthusiasm for hard
work.
As a resu lt of Kean's excellent

reputation, the school w ilrbe representing the Soviet Union. This is
the most important assignment in
Kean' s 11 years at the conference.

East Campustfit
,fill liappenings
Career Planning & Placement
Located on the third floor on
your East Campus, is the Office of
Career Plann ing and Placement.
Under the direction of Judith A.
Vitolo and the assistance of Counselor Thelma Kaplan , the center
helps students discover job opportunities upon graduation . Some of
the different types of jobs that are
listed through the Center are described below:

What to be or not to be
So often, college students find it
difficult to choose an occupation
or career because of the vast array
of choices. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (D .O .T.) alone
lists over 3,500 individual job descriptions. Consider some of the
following occupations from the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
see if some of these may appeal to
you in terms of your interests and
what you may enjoy doing during
the course of a workday.
·
If you would like to explore
these jobs further, visit the CPP
Center Library for more in-depth

as size of stage, seating capacity,
and number of dressing rooms ...

Sales Representative/hotel services
259.157-014 (hotel & rest.)

informduun ~uch as possibilities,
earning potential , working conditions, etc .

Contacts representatives of government, business, and social
groups to solicit business for hotel,
motel or resort; selects prospective
customers by reviewing information concerning functions, such as
sales meetings, conventions, training classes, and routine travel by
organization members .. .

Commissioner of Conciliation
188.217-010 (gov. ser.)

Wildlife Control Agent
379.267-010 (gov. ser.)

Conducts conference of employer and 'employee representatives to analyze and resolve labor
disputes, as directed by Federal
Government; contacts parties in
labor controversy and arranges
meeting; compiles all information
on disagreement and determines
points at issue, according to
knowledge of labor, business, and
government responsibilities under
law and precedent . . .

Control s ani!Tlal population in
geographical district and investigates crop and property damage
claims caused by wildlife ; conducts on-site surveys to estimate
number of birds and an imals, such
as deer, pheasant, and mountain
fox in designated areas and availability of game, food, and cover

Advance Agent
191.167-010 (amuse. & rec.)
Coordinates business and promotional activities concerned with
production of entertainment in advance of touring theatrical company, circus, road show, motion
picture, or other attraction ; inspects performance location and
reports condition, and if stage presentation, inspects equipment and
accommodations of theater, such

Miniature-Set Constructor/
Builder, Model-Set Artist/Builder
962.381-018 (mot. pie.)
Constructs miniature models of
motion picture sets used in filming
backgrounds, titles, and special effects according to scale; cuts material s, wood, cardboard, or plastic
to specified dimensions using
handtools . . .
_
For further inform ation on your
East Cam pus, contact Andrea Abramson or Tom O' Donnell at 52 73017 .

Career Planning and Placement
February 1985
. recruitment schedule
Students should be aware that
the February, 1985 recruitment
schedu le will be available for signups beginn ing on January 15,
1985.

Mechanics of the job search
Many job seakers fi nd it frustrating and difficult to get a job, especi ally a job that appeal~ t" •i,em,

simply because they are not prepared for the job search.
Job seeking readiness involves
intense preparation. A professional job seeker must prepare a
very impressive resume. A resume
that is concise (one page), gramatically correct, neatly printed and
produced and honest. Most importantly, a resume that lists a specific
job objective at the top so that the
employer knows exactly what type

of position or related posItIon is
being sought. If you do not want to
list a job objective because you
may fi nd it too restricting, it may be
necessary to write individual cover
letters attached to resumes expressi ng your job interest.
To help you write an impressive
resume, the CPP office has sample
resumes and cover letters available.

The Kean College students will be

representing the Soviet Union in
six specialized committees in the
General Assembly; five commis-

sions in the Economic and Social
Council ; The Security Council;
and the International Court of Justice. Plus, the students will be representing the Soviet Union in the
International Court on the Kurile
Island issue.
This year Kean wi ll be sending
16 students to the conference on
February 21 -24, 1985. As of now
their is still space available. If inter- '
ested, a general meeting wi ll be
held on December 13, 1984 at
3:00 p.m. in the Eveni ng Office 0106). For additional information
contact Dr. Charles Kelly at 5272544 or Barbara Jen kins at 5272928.

Guaranteed GMAT
and LSA T test results
Sexton E ducational Cen ter s, in conj unction with F airleigh
Dickinson U niversity, is confiden t t hat y ou 'll be pleased wit h
y our G MAT or LSAT t est scores af ter t aking our preparati on
course. So confident in fact, t hat if y ou are not complet ely
satisfied with y our t est r esults, y our next prep course i s free.

As one of America's leading experts in test preparation, Sexton has helped scores of people with methods including:
• Regularly Updated Material
• Rev iew Tapes
• Lectures from Attorneys and Educators

Classes are now forming for courses to prepare you for the
January GMAT or the ·March LSAT . For more information,
contact Margaret Newell, Fairleigh Dickinson University ,
Rutherford Campus, at (201 ) 460-5280.
T est preparation i s your guaranteed edge !

Sexton~<~

Educational
Centers

SAM explores online searches
stop shopping (retrieval of neces- becoming more and more· vi tal.
Kean's computer system is cursary information).
The types of information that rently available to faculty memcan be accessed through Dialog bers only. Students would benefi t
are directories to companies, greatly from use of this system.
magazines and journal articles, Hours of sitting in the library reDialog is the world's most com- forecasts, investment reports, press searching for reports would be deprehensive sources of on line busi- releases, statistics, corporii,.:: re- creased significantly . In addition,
,giving access to this system to stuness information . Dialog accesses cords, reviews, and more.
close to 200 databases. The topics
In a recent edition of Kean Up- dents would enhance Kean's
covered in these databases in- date Rena Rogge, coordinator of image and make us one of the most
clude : business, industry, chemis- the reference department of the li- advanced colleges in the state.
Help us help you. Join SAM and
try, med icine, law, government, brary, explained w hy underscience, technology, news, edu- graduate students are not allow ed you can help us to convi nce Kean
cation, humanities, social sci- to use our computer system wh ich that we, the students, should be alences, and people. Examples of links up to Dialog. Rogge said, lowed some access to our system.
databases are : Economic Litera- "Use limits had to be placed on the If you are interested, please come
ture Index, Harvard Business Re- service and it w as determined that to our End of Semester Party (in
view, Life Sciences Collection, undergraduates are expected to conjunction with the Economics
UPI News, Book Review Index, master traditional hard copy inde- Honor Society) on December 18 in
Marquis Who's Who, and many, xing and abstracting services tech- Downs Hall- Dining Room Ill during club hour (1:40-2:55) . Refreshmany more. Dialog serves as a niques."
supermarket; it brings together in
In our society, w here 'time is ments will be served . For further
one place many different products money, bei ng able to access infor- information, please contact Dr.
(databases) and provides for one_ mation quickl y and efficiently is Parker in 405 Willis Hall.
On November 30, Kean College's Chapter of the Society for
Advancement of Management visited Dialog Information Services,
Inc. in New York City.

International task force celebration
" If you look at our student body,
Kean is one of the most international and multicultural colleges
you can find," said Dr. Nathan
Weiss, president. The occasion
was the third anniversary celebration of the International Task Force
on December6 in Downs Hall.
The highlight was the exciting
music and dance provided by Dr.
John Valentine, a professor of
health and recreation, who played
the Oud, "a lute-like Armenian instrument/ accompanied by his
wife on piano, and the captivating
dancing of Ana Hid Shahaeazian,
a Kean College student from Iran.
Speaking of her summer, a service-learning experience in Barbados, Ms. Janice Zuzov, a student
of occupational therapy, said "We
had a wonderful experience. It was
an opportunity to apply what we

l

,{

,

Ana Hid Shahaeazian
learned in the classroom to a real
life situation in a very different culture." Four other Kean students
participated in this project, which
was sponsored by the International
Task Force and was supported by

funds from the Student Organization , Int,
Dr. Mary Lewis, acting dean of
the humanities, social and administrative sciences, spoke of how
several of the new general education core courses will be global in
content.
Speaking of Landmarks in World
Literature, the course she is developing, Dr. Carol Koros said
"We want a course without Western bias. Going deeply into the literature of non-Western cultures is
a great challenge that could take
mea lifetime. "
The International Task Force
(ITF) encourages student and faculty overseas exchange, activities
wi th international students, i'nternational slide/lecture presentations and internationalizing the
college curriculum .
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Speak Out

By Laura Sosna

What do you want for Christmas?

Joe Sheehan
"A diploma, a job, and a real attempt to have peace on earth. "

John Figueriredo
"Appolonia 6, Shelia E., and
Vanity 6 in a purple Ferrari."

Paul Perkins
"A lamburghini with Sheena
Easton on it."

RitaZavras
" Prince."

Nurys Eduardo
"U nity for everyone."

Elliot Caplan
"A brand new white studabaker
with all the trimmings and Cheryl
Rixon. "
Tim O'Donnell
"A new ward robe."

Kean Nota·bles
Patty Blondet
"Areal man. "

Jimmey Pimonte
"A date with Laura Sosna."

BessWymbs
"Tom Selleck in his red Ferrari
andD.H ."

Mimi Veres Taylor named

distinguished alumna

-Mimi Veres Taylor of Dover, a
teacher of the mentally retarded
who was graduated from Kena
College in 1950, has been named
Distinguished Alumnus of 1984 by
the Kean College Alumni Associaof the membership role was over- tion . She is credited w ith having
seen by Dr. Henry Kaplowitz, of brought the Special Olympics to
the psychology department, who New Jersey.
is the faculty advisor to the society.
With the Parsippany-Troy Hills
Newly inducted members are: Township Schools for 31 years,
Donna B. Baird, Raymond A. Bis- Taylor has taught the handicapped
choff, Linda R. Bletzer, Jean S. for 29 years . Eugene L. Neiditch,
Chemuk, Dorothy A. Clawsen, principal of the Brooklawn Junior
Marianne coppola, Edna Dinn, High School, in writing of Taylor's
Karen M. Dunning, Edith M. Eus- work said, #Mrs. Taylor's profestice, Carole Nathansen Fox, Phyl- sional and humanitarian efforts are
lis Gilbert, Pat Gilson, Colleen far too extensive to be completely
German, Nancy A Helubek, Karen listed in this letter."
Hupp, Diane Hyduke, Carol IrvShe was cited in 1 982 as the No.
ing, Virginia G. Klepper, Kathleen 1 Special Olympics volunteer in
J. leifeste, Peggy Lore, Gerald A. the nation and received an award
Martingano, Kevin M . Mccloskey, presented by Eunice Kennedy ShHelen M . McGrath, Kathryn F. river for service to the mentally reMelnick, Gloria Musto, Joyce M . tarded through sports.
Payeur, Eugene Perrotta, Sharon
#I became aware of the Special
Rowic, Louise M . Saal, Karen Olympics program started by the
Schoenfeld, Janet Smith, Arnetta Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation
Y. Stubbs, Linda Swickel, Joyce C. in 1968," Taylor said . She made
Tucker, and Kathleen D . Ward .
contact with the U .S. Dept. of

Alpha Sigma Lambda
awards student, teacher
Alpha Sigma Lambda, the honor
society for part-time students, held
its 17th Annual Induction DinnerMeeting on Saturday, December
1, in Downs Hall. Dr. Frederick
Marder, dean of academic services, delivered the Invocation.

ship was awarded to Kathleen J.
Leifeste. Kathleen is a senior in the
nursing program, vice president of
the RN-BSN Student Organization, and serves on the Curriculum
Committee in the nursing department. She works on a prediem
basis at Elizabeth General Hospital
and is active in her church and
daughter's school .

The Alpha Kappa Chapter of the
society inducted as honorary
members Dr. Madelyn M . Healy,
acting dean in the school of educaNew members were inducted
tion and Dr. Donald F. Wheeler of during a candlelight ceremony
the sociology department. Dr. which took place after dinner. The
W~ler was pre1,ented the Distin- ceremony was conducted by the
guished Teaching Award for 1984 officers of the society. Roberta,
by Geraldine Tarinelli, president Bergamo,
vice
president,
of the chapter.
explained the significance of the
Each year the society awards a mottos and the history of Alpha
scholarship to a part-time student Sigma Lambda. Doris Coelln, secin recognition of academic retary, described the meaning of
achievement and college and the symbols on the key, and Ann
community involvement. This Jacknain, treasurer, administered
year the Thomas J. Lavan Scholar- the pledge of membership. Signing
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Health, Education and Welfare
and the New Jersey Department of
Education, and "got the ball rolling."
The first Morris County Special
Olympics was held in May 1970 at
Littleton School, Parsippany, and
Taylor has taken students to the national competitions each year
since 1970.
#Special Olympics" Taylor said,
#is a shot in the arm for those who
do not have many successes in life
academically."
Special Olympics became a part
of the curriculum in Taylor's district due to her efforts. She inititated the first in-school swimming
program in Moms County for the
retarded .

She is a past president ol Alpha
Delta Kappa, the International
Sorority for Women Educators.
She also is a memeber of the National Association for Retarded
Children , the Council for Exceptional Children, the New Jersey
State Association for Retarded
Children , and the Morris County
Association for Retarded Children.

Kean graduates pass
·national registry examination
The first eight graduates in the
medical record administration
baccalaureate degree program at
Kean College, the only accredited
program in the state, have passed
the national registry examination.
Professor Louise Webber, RRA,
of Woodbridge is coordinator of
the medical record administration
major. The program was recently
accredited by the Committee on
Allied Health Education and Accreditation of the American Medical Association (CAHEA) in cooperation with the Counci I on Education of the American Medical Record Association (COE-AMRA).
The students' registry examination is administered by the
Psychological Corporation which
is the official testing agency for the
American Medical Record Association. The graduates who pass are
credentialed as registered record
administrators (RRAs) and are
qualified to manage medical information and supervise the systems
that gather, store and process information . RRAs are responsible
for developing and maintaining
manual and computerized re- ·
cordkeeping systems.
The average starting salary for
the RRA in a supervisory position is
$21,000. There are 73 students
currently enrolled in the program,
both full and part-time, and 10 will
be graduated in 1985.

Other instructors are Ann
Marohn, RRA, assistant professor,
of Elizabeth, and Nancy Johnson,
RRA, assistant professor, of Woodbridge.
The medical record admin istration program is affiliated with 33
clinical sites which include acute
care facilities, peer review organizations, nursing homes, New Jersey Blue Cross, an HMO, a psychiatric center, a rehabilitation center, and private corporations. Students participate in a broad spectrum of clinical experiences which
include both technical skills and
managerial fun~tions for a total of
460hours.
Recent
RRA
credentialed
graduates are: Olga Tibekin of Clifton, now with Blue Cross in
Florham Park; Susan Siegel of Passaic, now with Passaic General
Hospital, Passaic; Carol Larson of
Staten Island, now with Palisades
General Hospital, North Bergen;
Carol A. Freel of Linden, now with
Christ Hospital, Jersey City; Margaret Carten of Jersey City, St.
Michael's Hospital, Newark; Valdery Campos of Elizabeth, Christ
Hospital, Jersey City; Maryhope
Zitelli of Madison, Passaic Valley
Professional Standards Review Organization, Parsippanny, and
Maria Muscarella of Newark and
Ortley Beach, Clara Maass Hospital, Belleville.
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Editorials
Out in the cold
President Reagan recently endorsed domestic spending reductions that would touch more than 100 types of programs in
order to bring down the Federal deficit, which is now running
beyond $200 billion a year. The Administration must save an additional $8 billion if they're to meet their deficit reduction goal
for next year.
Looking at the programs that will either be cancelled, cut
deeper, or adjusted to the cost of living, one concludes that President Reagan is throwing more people out into the cold . It's
especially disheartening when one thinks the reductions were
proposed at a time when we think about the nation's neediest
causes.
The Administration has decided that programs such as
Medicaid, which helps pay for medical treatment for the poor,
deserve more cuts than military spending. The Administration's
new program for student aid would rule out loans to those in
families with adjusted gross incomes of over $30,000, even if
need can be shown. The budget proposals would reduce reimbursement rates for hospitals treating patients under Medicare,
the Federal health insurance program for 30 million elderly and
disabled people.
These are only to name a few . Such programs as library grants,
Job Corps, and the Work Incentive Program will be cancelled
altogether, unless changes are made. Programs under appropri ation freeze or deeper cuts include block grants for disadvantaged and handicapped education, women , infants, and children nutrition, housing con struction loans for the elderly and
handicapped, the Environmental Protection Agency, and Federal cultural programs.
This, of course, is one way to reduce the deficit. The other way
is to increase taxes . Should all of these proposals be implemented, most of us will soon discover that having a little extra
money isn't worth much when others are standing out in the
cold.

JoyeuxNoel
At the beginning of Charlie .Brown's Christmas, Chuck tells us
that what's troubling him is Christmas itself, "I just don't understand it, instead of feeling happy, I feel sort of let down ." It's
Chariie Brown's intention to find out what Christmas is all about.
Another character' s spirit sinks during the Christmas holiday,
but not for the same reason . Lucy tel Is Chuck, "getting depressed
happens to me every year . . . I never get what I want - real es-

tate."
This latter cause of depression is the one that was most likely
to affect us when we didn't realize that price tags were attached
to the presents we thought were awarded to us. After we no
longer believed in the man who could give us anything for nothing, the hampering of the spirit was due to another reason ; we
realized we were unable to give to others what we truly wanted
to.
As we grew older, we saw the dire needs of all those less fortunate than ourselves. The picture grew, and with that growth,
Christmas took on new meanings, the ones that are revealed to
Charlie Brown by Linus, " .. . and suddenly there was with the
angels, a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will
toward men ."
Christmas gives us the opportunity to take a breather as life's
pace slackens. It gives us the chance to examine ourselves and
the world in which we live. We often don't like the results. But
the spirit of Christmas holds something else in store for us - it
raises our hopes that someday we may truly have peace on earth
and good will toward men . And that, as Linus says, is what
Christmas is al I about.
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Letters
An absolute disgrace
To The Editor:
I fee l it is an absolute d isgrace
that some students at Kea n Co llege
are so immature that th ey had to
vanda lize th e ho liday decoration s
the Student Organization ·~ Pub lic

Relatio ns Committee had put up.
The Pu blic Re lations Commi ttee
put up the decorati ons in the College Center fo r the enjoyment of
the stu dent body . I feel that it is
about ti me th at some students of

The Zionist Association
. To The Editor:
As anoth er semester draws to a
close, w e would like to take thi s
. opportunit y to w ish Kea n's Jew ish
community an ea rl y " H appy
Chanukah" and remind everyo ne
of the ex istence of The Zi on ist As socia ti on of Kean Co ll ege (formerl y Jewish Experie nce), Kean'?
newest Jew ish organization. Thi s
semester our major eve nt was th e
showing of th e film, N. B.C. In

Leb,inon : A Study in Medi,1 Misrepresentation, a film th at most
poigna ntly brings out th e onesided anti- Israe l position taken by

the n_etwork during the 1982 Lebanon W ar. Hopefull y, next semester will see us present more suc h
edu ca ti onal events. W e ask all interested part ies to jo in w ith us and
remind th em we are th e offic ial affili ate of the Am eri ca n Z ioni st
Youth Foundation, th e largest co llegiate Zi oni st orga ni zati on in th e
U nited States, at Kea n College,
and as such are able to assist any
Jewish student wishing to study
abroad in Israe l (yea r, semester, or
summer) on a credit rece iving program.
Before closi ng, to non-student

A continuing saga
To The Editor:
In June of 1983, I · grad uated
Kean Col lege wi th a degree in
management science . I was
pleased and very proud of my accompl ishment - and of -Kea n Co llPgP.
Today is December 3, 1984 and
I've yet to rece ive my copy of the
1983 Class Yearbook . All my colleagues to ld me they received their
copies in late October! I' ve yet to
have the courtesy of any response
to my repeated queries abou t the
yearbook and if indeed my pictu re
appea rs w ith the other of my classmates. So ma ny, many times I tried
to lea rn if I've gotten this d ue each tim e I've been ignored or dismi ssed. I am astoni shed and di sappointed at the seeming lack of pro-

Most recentl y on two separate
occasions, I drove to the Kean
campus for the explicit purpose of
learning something abou t th e
statu s of thi s continuing saga on ly
to be ignored by the Student Orga nization . .. which dismissed
my queries with the rude, "Sorry,
not responsib le!" They were totally
unreceptive and uncoop~rative. Is
anyone at Kean troubled by th e reflection thi s casts? To whom to turn
for help . .. ?
Furth er, I am forced to conclude
that the "schedule" posted on the
door of th e Memorabi lia Office is
th ere to provide mora l or structura l
support. Obviously, it is not to be
taken seri ously beca use no one has
ever been available the numerous

times I ca me to ca ll at hours stipu -

fessionalism on the part of this in-

lated therein . Never a response to

stitution . It is all very incongruous
and very disturbin g.

the notes I slipped under th e door
- no one there?

Substance abu·se
To The Editor:
Al l over ca mpus I hea r about
wi ld pa rti es, beer, w ine, and pot.
Student s talk about takin g dru gs as
th o ugh th ey werP t,1k ing nothi ng
more th an vitamin s. I am sorry ii
my views may seem a little o ld
fas hioned or parental, but let me
expl ain .
I've watched two very good
fr iends become dependent o n ·
"substances," lose fr iends, or con-

sider dropping out of schoo l beca use th ey could no lo nger hand le
th e pressures.
Being a student at Kean I kn ow
about the pressures and anxieties
w e are forced to endure. I kn ow
about family probl ems and about
res ident students sometimes mi ssing their families. I've experienced
the doubts of passin g cl asses and
alcoho l to escape from it all.
W hat I' m trying to say is the In-

Kean Coll ege sta rt showing some
pride and apprec iation in the fu nctions th at brin g a bette r outl ook to
the col lege .
Sincerely,
Matt Lynch,
Public Relations Committee

Jew ish members of the Kea n community, th e letter by Jea nne M ajor
in th e Novem ber 29 issue of Indy
brings to surface th e fact th at many
Jewi sh no n-stud ents at Kean are
concern ed w ith anti -Sem iti sm and
oth er issues of import ance to th e
Jewish people w ho may not have a
for um for th eir views . We , therefo re, invi te al l non-s tudent Jewish
members of our co llege to fee l free
to give us input and work wi th us
in achieving ou r mutu al goa ls.
Harold Morse
Alan Shelton
Milton Shapiro
Ellen Goldblatt

The telephone ca lls I've attempted to place (once I spent a full day
dialing Memorabilia ) have also
proved to be exercises in futi li ty .
I' ve been eq uall y unsuccessful
in learning if my name appears on
the alumni mailing list. I was
grad uated by thi s esteemed center
of higher lea rnin g - all my financia l commitments were met punctuall y and all student service fees
were paid in fu ll each semester and yet I have heard nothing from
my alma mater ~ince June 1983.
Someone - please - help a rapidl y aging, increasi ngly fr ustrated
alumnus w ho wa nts onl y his his
copy of the 198 3 Class Yearbook ,
to know that hi.s pi cture does appear in thi s class record (a nd if not
- wh y no t - wh at amends will be
made?), ve rifi ca ti on th at his name
is included in his college alumni
mailing li st.
Kenneth Rogishi

dependent reac hes ma ny of th e
students o n th is campu s; maybe
it's tim e we too k some of th e emphasis off the wi ld pa rties ilnd instead placed it on the problems . I
wis h you wou ld fea ture art icles on
how to hand le your frie nds w ho
are hooked or on how to rea lize
yo u are hooked yourse lf.
So th e next time you open that
beer o r bottl e of wi ne, thi nk w hat
other way th ere is to escape from
all these pressures.
Name Withheld Upon Request

The Independent
wants to wish
everyone
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Keen on Kean

South Africa reaches Kean
By Mann y Cantor
The recent debate in Student
Org. over the adoption of an antiapartheid resolution was most revealing. The · objections reported
were that Kean students would be
out in the struggle by themselves,
that such action would be a waste
of time and would not do any
good, and that it would interfere
with how funded groups want to
,spend their money.
Such arguments bespeak either
a lack of information on th e situation in South Africa, or a lack of
concern for what is Ii kely the major
human rights issue confronting
mankind today. Possibly, in some
instances, it is a curious loyalty to
Reagan and his policy of embracing the white leaders behind the
deceptive title of "co nstructive engagement."
The flood of protest against
American policy in South Africa finally lapped onto Kean College .
But it has been gathering momentum for a long time on many college campuses, in the churches, in
some unions; and in the black
community.
One measure of the scope and
power of the protest movement
was the action last week of 35 conservative House members. In a
sharp letter to the South Afri ca n
Ambassador, they threatened diplomatic and eco nomic sa nctions if
the violence and apa rtheid laws do
not come to an "i mmediate end."
Most of the signatories were Republican, but they warned they
would no longer support the
Reagan policy unless there were
changes. Said Rep. Lynn Martin
(R-11/): "We may not share the tactics of embassy demonstrators but
there is no ideological division in

our minds in thi s country in o ur approach to aparthei d ."
The A.F.L. -C. 1.O. has taken a
leading part in the recent demonstration s. Thomas R. Donahue,
secretary-treasurer, arrested in the
Wa shington action , sa id : "On behalf of millions of American trade
unionists, we assemble today to
condemn the repressive government that has impri soned our
brothers and sisters in South Africa. For 30 years, we in the A. F. L. C.1.O . have decried the South African system of apartheid, which
breeds these violations of human
rights. "
Bishop Desmond M. Tutu ,
Nobel Peace Prize winner, and
first bl ac k Anglican Bishop of
Johannesbu rg, got a most unusual
stand ing ovation from the House
foreign affairs subcommittee when
he bitterly condemned the Reagan
policy toward the white minority
that strangles democracy in South
Africa.
"I n my view, " Tutu declared,
"the Reagan Administration's support and col laboration with it is
equally immoral, evil, and totally
un-Chri stian .

As you all know, last week the
college cancelled all existing departments in the humanities. As
much as it regretted having to do
so, the college was only acknowledging the fact that that students
today don' t want educations : they
want jobs. A realistic appraisal of
the situation forced the college to
do what so many other colleges
have done. No more M ilton . No
more Manet. No more Mozart.
Kean College students - like their
peers at colleges and universities
around th e co~ ntry - will no
longer have the opportunity to
study Marx (a bit of a bore, by the
way) . In order to survive, the college finally acknowledged the fact
that toda)(s students want to learn
what is necessary to get ahead in
the job market.
As a result, new courses will be
offered next fa ll. These courses
have been designed to meet the
growi ng demand among college
students that cou rses be offered to
assist students in preparing for the
"real world ." Some of the courses
that you can look forward to are :
1 . Mixing a martini: Now that
you've learn ed bar tricks, you can
learn how to make this important
cocktail (after all , you'll be drinking a lot of them out there in the
real world) . Topics include: the
bone dry martin i, the wet martin i,
comparative gins, and how to
sober up after a martini luncheon.
Course
prerequi si tes:
strong
stomach and shaker .
2. Kinky sex: Birds do it. Bees
do it. Even educated students can
do it. You'll probably meet a few
bent characters out there in the

The hassle in Student Org.
would have been avoided , I am
certain, if the members had first
been able to hear Dr. Dafliel Marolen, who was the guest last week in
Dr. Don Wheeler's sociology
class . Dr. Marolen was a teacher in
South Africa. He recently chose
exile in the U.S.A. in the face of
certain imprisonment. He spoke
with a vividness and passion and
eloquence th at was possible only
by a black, educated, life- long victim of apartheid. I was so thankful
to be there. And once again I felt
heart-sick that hundreds more of
Kean students, staff, and faculty
did not get the benefit.
Dr. Marolen 's father and grandfather both toiled a life-time in the

mines, extra cting precious gold to
enrich white owne~s at home and
abroad . But they could not own a
square inch of land . They could
not vote. They had no rights, in
fact.
Segregation in South Africa is
total. There is no communication
between black and white save in
regard lo labor. There are no
mixed marriages, of course . Even
to work in a white area, a 72-hour
pass is required . No black can
sleep in a white city overnight. He
must hasten back to a compou nd
or hostel, which is surrounded with
barbed wire like a Nazi concentration camp.
Meanwhi le whites in South Africa have the highest standard of
living in the world. Some 350
American corporation s extract
handsome profit from the rich nat-

ural resources and off the backs of
the cheap, semi-slave labor.
Therein lies the reason for the comradely arm from Washington that
embraces the white owners.
Some sources in the U.S.A. have
tried to weaken the movement for
divestiture and boycott with the
claim th at the workers in South Africa would be hurt. Dr. Marolen
gave lie to any such assertion.
We mu st face up to the evidences that our young people in
large numbers have fa llen victim to
the "me first " philosophy that is so
prevalent in our society toda y. But
I am positivf'"that once they know
the truth , · the overwhelming
majority will bring to bear a their
inherent American sense of justice
and fai r play and will become a
powerful force to end apartheid in
our time .

" You are either for or against
apartheid, and not by rhetoric.
You are either in favor of evil, or
you are in favor of good. You are
either on the side of the oppressed
or on the side of the oppressor. You
can't be neutral. "
Bishop Tutu offered to meet with
President Reagan. At first the
Reagan spokesman said no meeting was planned. But as I write (Friday, 12/ 7) the Bishop will meet
Reagan in a hastily-arranged 15
minute session.

College offers new courses
By George Schroepfer

Kean needsmore
examples like this

business world (a la Alfred
Bloomingdale-you know who his
buddy was), and so you might as
well learn where it's at for the
people like them . Guys will really
appreciate this course - look at the
number of businessmen who hang
around in Times Square. Course
meets in the evenings . Experi enced preferred , but not necessary .
3. MTV: Basically, this course is
for students who want to further
their interest in mu sic and visual
arts. MTV exa mines such vital issues as: Why are Judas Priest videos so awful ? Why does Boy
George look prettier th an a lot of
the women you see here on ca mpus? Why doesn't that guy who
hosts the program do something
about hi s hair?
4. Dynasty: In the rea l world,
people don' t give a hoot who
Hamlet is. In th e rea l world , such
impo rtant questions are asked:
Wh at will Alexis do next? Will
Blake Carrin gton hold his own this
season? What wi ll Linda Evans
wear next? Students who enjoy this
course are advi sed to take Advanced Dynasty or Dallas.
5. Cocaine: Let it snow, let it
snow, let it snow. Toot, toot, toot.
You'll see a lot of thin white lady
out there in the real world (assuming you don 't know her already).
This course wi ll introduce you to
such concepts as scoring, dealing,
and blowing . Guest lecturers include John Delorean and any rock
sta r who is b~rely audible. Course
prerequisite: one nose.
Too bad about th e hum aniti es,
but let's face it, if Shakespeare
wer~_ajive today, he'd be worki ng
on an Apple.
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French abroad ·
By Denise Giordano
On December 4 in the Alumni
Lounge at Downs Hall, Prof.
Dorothy Markle (Kean's French
coordinator) presented French
Leave, a commentary illustrated
with slides. French Abroad is what
it says and more. (You don't have
to know Frenchy, but you w ill be
taught it.) This is a summer program that gives you the opportunity to explore the values, cultures,
sights, and people of France, in
particular the picturesque village

of Angers, situated 200 miles from
Paris. You will be attending classes
at the Catholic University, located
in Angers, where you will be immersed in all that is French .
The trip, sponosred by Prof.
Markle and the International Task
Force, is scheduled to begin June
30 and will run over a five-week
period into the beginning of August. You will have until April 1 to
pay the cost of $1,700, which may
sound like a lot, but is actually
reasonable. The fee includes ev-

·Student Organization
awards scholarships
(Continued from page 1)
liemo, recipient of the Michael
Cloogher Memorial Scholarship,
and Janice Zuzot, recipient of the
Stevent Weiss Memorial Scholarship.
Student Organization awards
the scholarships to five students
each year. Applicants must have at
least 29 credits, be involved in college activities, and have a GPA of
at least 2.0. Student Organization
selects the winners based on their

physical appearance, projection of
style, future goals, their applications, GPA scores, and their financial needs.
Cindie Thompson, secretary of
Student Org., was the chairperson
of the survey. She was assisted by
Nadine Zwaddell, assistant secretary, and Tom Baggstrom, assistant
treasurer.
A reception will be held to
honor the winners on December
14 at Downs Hall.

erything, round trip plane fare (on
Air France), three meals a day (at
lunch, all the bread and wine you
desire), living quarters (at the Catholic University or with a French
family nearby), and the cost of
your complete French education,
worth six Kean credits (an extra
$10 .00 covers the cost of books) .
When you are not at the university, never fear, you won't be
bored. Angers, a city of nearly
180,000, is the heart and natu ral
center of a pleasant, flower filled
province . You will be awakened to
the splendor of beautiful gardens,
vine-covered slopes, sandy river
beaches, and a warm comfortable
climate where you will be able to
(on your free time) fish, swim, golf,
sail, and walk the countryside.
During your school day you will
have a four-hour recess period and
full nights and week-ends off (excluding the times you will be going
on excursion with the group).
The trip will end with five days
and nights in Paris where you will
be able to venture into "The City of
Lights" on your own. At this point
you have completed the university's courses and are free to further
your French knowledge. Those interested in an exciting summer
contact Prof. Markle at J309E or
telephone her (201) 527-2078.

Shirley Kellinshausen retires
On the even of her move to
Bricktown , N .J. Shirley shared
with me her recollections of more
than two decades of service to
Kean College . The end of the college dress code, the accession of
students Christopher Cottle and
Patrick Ippolito to positions of
great responsibility in the college
administration, and last and most
important, the gratifying experience of Kean growing from a little,
to a pretty notewor;thy co~lege.
Shirley feels most enriched by
her years of interaction with the
students, unquestionably, an enrichment that was mutual. We
wish you well in your future endeavors Shirley; Kean's loss is indeed Bricktown'sgain .
Shirley Kellinshausen

By Alan Shelton
In 1960 John F. Kennedy was
elected President of the United
States, the first lunch counters in
the segregated South were integrated, and Shirley Kellinghausen
began working in the Kean College
snack bar. Twenty-four years later,
Kennedy is no longer with us, the
U.S. is totally integrated, and Shirley Kellinshausen readies herself
for retirement from the snack bar .

,\t~~
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PSYCHOLOGYTODAY 1 yr. PSI S12.97
Whether yCHJ' re inte rested in reducing tensions
between people ond potions or just wont to
understand more obout the world oround you,
you'll enjoy Psycholgy Today. PT reports the
lotest developments in the science of thinking,
lovi ng. coping. fi ghting ond li,ing.

COMPU!U AND
ELECTRONICS
1 yr. CE1 S16.97
The world's largest computer magazine, this
populor smoll systems monthly is full of softwore
and hardware news, consumer prog ramming
information and "how to" features. learn about
vocalizers. security devices, plotteri and networks.

NEWSWEEK
26 iss. NEl S1G.40
Every week get pro,ocotive insights ond
perspectives on national and international affairs
and the notable events of business, sdence and
entertoinment. Speciol sections go beyond simple
reporting to give you bockg round ond onolysis.

TV GUIDE
1 yr. TVl $26.00
Complete weekly listings of commerciol, coble ond
PBS progrommin~ Also, Interviews with your
favorite stars, movie reviews. and previews of
things to hoppen in the entertoinment industry. A
must for tele,ision buffs who wont to be informed!

CAR AND DRIVER
1 yr. COi Sll.99
Acombination of odvonced technologicol
informarion ond exciting outo photogrophy. With
concise, readable reviews, Car altlt Driver is o
driver's magazine. On top of the information and a
slep oheod of the times.
SPORTING NEWS
23 wk. SN l $9.97
Sports Ions, listen up! This weekly tabloid is
pocked full of news oi football, bosketholl,
hockey, boseball ond other teom sports. Opinion
columns, feotures ond complete CJllege ond pro
stats.

MODERN
PHOTOGRAPHY
1 yr. MP! $7.98
Photogrophic news, tests ond technicol feotures
obound in Modero Photography. Photogrophers
of oil skill levels ond interests con benefit from this
publication's insig hts, tips and extensiVe moil
order section.
20 iss. RSI $7.98
ROLLING STONE
Alwoys the definitive word on whor's hoppening in
the rock and roll sce ne.4 1ntervitws with
newsmaken and stars, reviews and music news os
well as RS' provocative coverage of notional
affair< Nothing else compores to Rolling Stoo,.

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------TO ORDER: Just enter the magazine codes below (e.g. NEl ). Circle " R" if you're renewing and enclose
the _most recent address label.
______ R ______ R ~ - - - - - R ______ R ______ R
If renewing more than one magazine, please· indicate which label is which.
Enclosed $ _ _ __
(payable to PMSS, pleose)
D Visa

Bill me D
Sign here _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D MasterCard (Interbank Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Card# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Good thru _ _ __

MAIL SUBSCRIPTION TO:
NAME _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE(
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ _•
School name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _______ Year of Grad. _ _ _ _ __
Rates good for students & educators only. Allow 6-12 weeks for new subscriptions to slort. Publishers'
rates subject ta change. Rotes are in U.S. $ and are good only in the U.S.

MAIL COUPON TO: PMSS, 500 Third Ave. W., Seattle, WA 98119
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Research contest
To recognize Kean College undergraduates who have achieved
distinction in their -research papers, the Kean Chapter of the Phi
Kappa Phi , the National Honor Society, has launched its second Research Paper Contest. The contest
judges Dr. Charles Fethe of the
philosophy
department,
Dr.
George Luther of the chemistry department, Dr. Jack Kamerman of
the sociology department, Dr.
William Evans of the English department, and Monique Cosman ,
student vice president of Phi Kappa
Phi , announced that cash prizes of
$50 each will be awarded to the
best undergraduate papers submitted in each of these four
categories : arts and humanities,
social and behavioral sciences,
mathematics aQd natural sciences,
and education and other professional programs .
The paper must have been written by a Kean College undergraduate within the last two years.
Students may choose under which
of the four categories they wish to
enter, but only one paper per student may be submitted. The paper
may be (a) a research paper which
has been or will be submitted for a
course at Kean College; (b) a research paper which has been submitted for a course at Kean College
and has been revised for submission to the contest; or (c) a paper
written only for submission into
the contest. Papers should be
typed on standard white paper no onion skin please! Students
should keep a copy of their papers;
.and if they want them returned,
they should include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
The faculty member, under
whom the student has written the
paper, should endorse the paper
by filling out a simple recommendation, and the student should
then submit the paper, with the
signed form, to Dr. Charles Fethe
or Dr. William Evans by Monday,
April 29, 1985 . The winners will
be announced at the Phi Kappa Ph i
Initiation Ceremony in May 1985,
but a student does not have to be
a member of Phi Kappa Phi in
order to win the award .
Dr. Eileen Kennedy, president of
the Kean Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi ,
announced that the honor society,
which is open only to six percent of
the senior class and two percent of
the junior class, "wants to reward
students whose papers incorporate
traditional research techniques in
order to present some new findings. We believe the Research
Paper Contest will do just that. The
overall aim of Phi Kappa Phi is to
encourage intellectual excellence,
and we hope the contest, with its
_generous cash prizes, will stimulate our students to pursue their res~a!ch with care and gusto."
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Arts and Entert3inment
INTERVIEW /Jigs and the Doctor
By Joan Mc Na lly
Patrix may look like your ordinary, little neighborhood bar, but
the place is pretty hip by any standards. Patrix happens to be in New
Brunswick, but could very well be
in the heart of Manhattan for atmosphere and good rock and roll
bands. Saturda y night ga ve us Jigs
and the Pigs and Tru-Lee Fiendish.
Tru-Lee Fiendish is two poets
reading post-Beat, post-Kerouac
prose to the sounds of an elec' tronic rock band. Here is a sample
of Manny Lezcan 's poetry (or Dr.
Nein as he likes to call himself).
Randomly Recorded Ramblings
The shooting gallery burned do wn
So naturally.
All the junkies were watching
their old a/ma-mater die . ..
on the corner
That's the way
the cooker crumbles
so they say, there must be
a better way to get off
than matchbox retribution
the South Bronx Solution
. .. is out.
I pour the kerosene on the papers,
I light the match, I love to watch
things burn . .. I yearn
4-0 pyro sensation o f success.
The other poet, John Richey, is
also very good and has a published
book of his poems entitled, Amazing Stairwell. The band, which
used to be the Young Turks, play
excellently to the poets ' readings
of their respective works. They are
Bill Clark on electric g uitar, Stuart
Cruisin on synthesizers and Bear
Graham on percussion.
Jigs and the Pigs followed with
hoppin ' and boppin ' rock and roll.
Jigs, a husky guy with tangled
blonde hair hardly spent a minute
on stage, preferring instead to
jump around, roll around, and
kick around on the dance floor.
The Pigs are Rock Bianco on
drums, Ja y Schreiber on guitar,
and Dave Deluca on bass.
Talking with both bands at the
same time backstage after the
show, proved to be somewhat chaotic. But it was also a hell of a lot
offun .
Q: · I know bands hate to
categori ze their mu sic, but what
would you term Tru-Lee Fiendish 's
mu sic as?
Bear: Our band fuses urban rock
and roll with psychadeli c influences, ethnic influences from Afri ca and Brazil , and street music.
lt'sveryvital. lt'sverynow.
Q: How did you get the idea of

blending poetry and music?
Bear: In the fifties people like
Jack Kerouac were reading in front
of jazz musi cians and trying to improvise. He was trying to bring literature and J:)Oetry to a point where
they could improvise th e way a
horn player in a jazz band does.
Charlie Parker, the horn pl ayer,
was a big influence on Keroua c.
Kerouac tried to write the way
Charlie Parker played his sets.
Then in the sixties people like Jim
Morrison and the Doors and Bob
Dylan start ing doi ng more thin gs
with poetry. But neither of them is
a profound singer- th ey' re known
more for their poetry . Now in the
eighties we find perform ance
poetry is becoming a very big
thing . Poets are performin g in all
kinds of mediums. And th ey' re fi nally getting th e attenti on th ey deserve. O n the other hand, musi cians work better with poets now
.. . they' re more sensitive to th e
nature of the poetry . They' re more
aware of what's happening in the
poetry.
(Dr. Nein enters.)
Q: Dr . Nein, w hat's your rea l
name?
Dr.: M anny Lezca n.
Q: When did you start writing
poetry?
DJ's from WKNJ have introduced the music of the Jigs to their listeners.
Dr.: When I wa s fourteen .
Q: When were you first pubBear: You could say th at.
Somebody: I work for him [the
Jigs: When I was about sevenlished?
Someone Else: Spiritually ..
Dr.].
teen.
Dr.: When I was seventeen in
Spiritually we were skiing, man.
Q: How long have jigs and the
(One of them is just sitting there
High Times magazine.
Bear: And it just happened .
with bleary eyes and a dumb smile Pigs been together?
Q: That's pretty young.
Someone Else: We got into that
Jigs: About three years now.
on hi s face. )
Dr.: Well , I used to live with the
poet thing.
Q: Who writes all the songs?
Q: What do you do?
lady who was vice president of
Q: So how did this whole thing
Someone: Barry Mani low!
(He doesn't answer but his
T ransAc Corporation.
start?
Jigs: I do.
friend says . . .)
Somebody: Dr. Nein cracks the
Q: You lived with her when you
Q: Have you recorded anyFriend: He hangs out.
were seventeen?
whip and we get moving.
Someone Else: He owes us thing?
Q: Whose idea was the poetry
Dr.: Yeah.
Rock: We released a 45 about
money! He owes us money, man!
recitation over music?
Q: What was the nature of this
Bleary Eyes: No I don't\ I got a two years ago called The Reason I
Rock.
Someone: IL was all col laberarelationship?
job. I sca le fish.
tion.
Q: How come you haven ' t reDr.: Truly deviant.
Q:Hi ,Jigs.
Q: How do you get the inspira- · Bear: What we're trying to say is
(Jigs starts playing with the tape leased anything recently?
that creative people came together
Rock: Well , two guys left th e
tion to write poetry?
recorder.)
and formed an entity, that's all.
Q: Where do you get your ener- band, and then we did some
Dr.: You have to do a lot of good
We' re not a rock and roll band and
demos, but only enough to get out
drugs first . .. and hang out with
gy from?
we don't pretend to be.
enough bad women , too .
Jigs: Most of the time I'm on to the radio stations . Now we' re
Q: Even though you kow you
working on an E.P.
Q: Do you really write your best
drugs.
could make a lot more money that
Q: You seem to have an early
poetry while on drugs?
Q: You ' re very energetic.
Clash type sound . Especially the
way.
Dr.: Absolutely.
Jigs: It's my job to be energetic.
Bear: We may not go over as big
Q: What kind of drugs?
Q: You were being videotaped way Jigs sings. Is that calculated or
as a poetry/music mix, but the
, did itjustturn outthat way?
tonight. Who was taping you?
Dr.: Morphine, derivatives,
peopl e li sten more to wh at the
Rock: I don't know . . . Jigs
crystals . ..
Jigs: Frank.
sounds pretty unique to me. He
Someone Else: Hi s girlfriend .
Q: How did you get togeth er poet's sayin g this w ay.
Someone Else: Thi s is a creative
hits notes that people didn 't even
with the Young Turks?
Q: Wh o's Frank ?
venture .
know exi sted before .
Bear: After Billy Snow, the lead
Jigs: They guy who was vid Q: So how do you guys make a
Q: Jigs, what's your real name?
singer left for Europe to expand his
eotaping me.
living?
Jigs: Bob bob alu . (Then he
horizons and do more heroin,
Q: When did you get into the blows raspberries into my tape reBear: I drive a truck.
Manny supported us and.
band scene?
corder. )
Dr.: I deal drugs.
Q: Financially?

John Mayall and the Bluesbreakers at Wilkins
By Marta Jaremka

The tempo changed with a slow,
classic blues tune called Tears in
near-full house at the Wilkins My Eyes from the 1967 BluesTheatre was treated to a night of breakers' LP Crusader. Guitarist
classic blues by John Mayall and Kai David got to show off his tal the Bluesbreakers and an opening ents with a wailing solo.
act of Jorma Kaukon.,., in a solo
The pace picked up again with
acoustic effort.
the 1966 Eric Clapton song Little
Jorma came out holding an Girl, followed by Parcher Farm.
guitar and a Heineken and asked, Mayall highlighted the tune with
"Who's got the drugs?" In his 45 his harmonica and organ solos;
minute set, he played about 11 bass player Bobby Haynes also
tunes, including You Cotta Walk had his chance in the spotlight,
Away, If You Want to Get to with the crowd cheering him on.
Heaven, Old Walking Blues, and The repetitiveness of the song my
Death Don't Have No Mercy. His be reflected in the lyrics : "I may be
guitar playing was exceptional and here for the rest of my life/and all
complemented his grating, bluesy I did was shoot mv wife."
After a new tune Maggie's Boy,
voice.
After a short intermission, John Mayall handed over the vocal
Mayall and the Bluesbreakers duties to guitarist Coco Montoya.
came on, opening with what they Montoya dedicated the song
do best- the blues. Mayall told the . Things You Used to Do to "J
crowd, "We're bringing the blues Menza, the greatest guitarist in
to the Wilkins Theatre!" After in- New York City. " It was a classic
troducing the rest of the band, they bluesy tune, sung with Montoya's
went into an upbeat tune called torchy and powerful vocals.
My Babe and then a rocker called Mayall had a strong organ solo,
followed by wicked guitar solors,.
Riding the Land M.

Oh Friday night, December 7, a

first from Kai David, and the from
Montoya.
Mayall and his band did an instrumental number called Stepping Out, updated from the first
Bluesbreakers' album . The Bluesbreakers really looked like they
were enjoying themselves with the
upbeat rocking tune.
A powerful rendition of Help Me
was followed by a fast and funky
tune called Talk to Your Daughter.
The slow, smokey blues beat returned with Broken Wings .
Mayall really wailed his harmonica in the quick, bopping,
blues tune, It Ain't Right. ·
The Bluesbreakers finished the
evening with their version of Room
to Move. It was a good, rocking
version and drummer Willy
McNeil finally got a short solo.
The crowd's exuberance and a
standing ovation brought the band
out for an encore, a fast tune cal led

Stop Acting Like A Child.
The ccrrent Bluesbreakers got
together early this year, thirteen
years after the original band broke

up. Mayall re-formed the Bluesbreakers in 1982 with John McVie
of Fleetwood Mac and Mick Taylor
before he joined Bob Dylan. The
band toured and produced a concert video called Blues Alive. Altogether, Mayall has puJ out over
40 albums, including the jazz/
blues fusion period between the
old Bluesbreakers and today's
band.
Mayall , who looks like someone's kindly history teacher moon-·
lighting as a rocker, writes all the
music and plays guitar in addition
to harmonica, organ, and vocals.
A native of England , Mayall says
he was raised on American music,
a definite influence showing up in
his music. He says of today's
Bluesbreakers are "close to the
original in the nature and talent of
the players, but there are many
more different aspects of the blues,
more variations with this band ."
He went on comparing the two
bands saying "The flavor is the
same, but it's a lot better because
we know what we're doing. The

family feel is a lot stronger now
than it was with the other line-up. "
Bassist Bobby Haynes, who
started playing in highschool, has
an impressive past record. He
played in Lena Horne's rhythm
section for three years and with
Diana Ross before that.
'
L.A. native Coco Montoya
played lead guitar with Albert Collins and Freddy King before joining
the Bluesbreakers. The talented
guitarist and singer says his main
influences were "Mr. Eric Clapton
and Albert Collins, the best guitar
player there is."
Joining Montoya on guitar leads
is Chicagoan Kai David . Before the
Bluesbreakers, David performed
in a blues band with Edda James.
He said, "I've been playing a really
long time, since I was litte," and it
definitely shows in his solos.
Among his influences he names
B.B. King, Albert King ("anyone
named King"), and John Mayall.
"When I heard the first Bluesbreakers album, it took me way ahead .
I started to take music seriously."
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Illustrator of children's books lectures at Kean
By Emily 8 . Szuba
Harry
Devlin,
well-known
painter and illustrator of children's
books, delivered an interesting
lecture and advised students how
to get a start in the fascinating art
world on December 4 in the Vaughn-Eames buildi ng. This artist,
who has a great love for drawing
and creating, shared his experience on gaini ng success with a
small group of potential sketchers .
In a short discussion on how he
got involved in the little folk's domain, author Devlin talked about
procedures in submitting a story
and its illustrations. First, one

should write the tale - paintings
should be added to it. The manuscript will either be accepted or rejected by the editor - each publisher has its own kind of literature
for the young that they put out on
the market; get to know what they
want. If the wording is offensive to
certain people, it will not be used.
Upon contract, the author usually
will get five percent on written
work and five percent on the
artwork in royalties. The writer
should assemble the print and
drawings by the the editor makes
the final decision.
Continuing his lecture, Harry

Devlin spoke on what the pub- The pen hand will feed the paintlisher wants : simple ideas, simple
ing hand for success .
word s, and simple art . Sometimes
To give a better idea on what
thi s will not be quite creative,
kinds of children's books sell, the
however, because odd terms can
artist read one of his creations entiadd dash to a story . On the values tled, Hang on Hester! It was a deof illustration, nothing drastic or lightful story about a little girl who
violent should be set forth . Books almost drowned in a big rain , butmold the minds of young children
she bravely put on her rain clothes.
and should have appropriate lan- clung to the floating house, and
guage and pictures . Devlin never . made it to safety- Hester just hu ng
took writing courses - he just read on . The moral of this tale was " no
a lot to get literature, style, and
matter what happens, hang on ."
editing sense. If one finds out This kind of literature sold well in
which works are most popular and
hospitals as well in all other marwhat · makes them tick, one will
kets that absorbed Devlin's works .
easily learn the productive pattern .
W hen a book has not dated, but

has just gone on and on, it most
likely will become a classic. A
tearoom , an old farmhouse, etc.
... it will live forever if illustrated
in endu ring color and art. O ne
should be consistent in good style,
and not follow modern gimmicks
that will not weather time.
Harry Devlin, a successful illustrator, painter, cartoonist, and artist ended his pleasant lecture by
saying: "One who sketches and
draws should reach out, and let
others know what he is thinking.
Art that communicates and makes
contact with people lives on , when
other modern works die out. "

RealWorldlOl
teaches you what
college cannot
Graduating from college can be
one of life's most disillusioning
and
depressi ng
experiences.
You've spent four years learn ing
how to write, churn ing out inn umerable papers on everything from
The 1/iad to the Oedipus complex,
cramming for countless exams,
translating Chaucer from middle to
modern Engl ish - and you can't
land your first job because you
don't type 50 words per mi nute.
Sound fa miliar?
The problem with college, according to Jeff Sa lzman and James
Calano, authors of Real World 101
(Trade Paperback Original, October 1984, $7.95), is that facts,
not skills, are emphasized . Students are rarely taught how to
apply their knowledge to everyday
situations- like job-hunting.
For those still in school, the authors advise internshi ps, interviews, and counseling with professionals as the most effective means
of getting a head start on the job
market. They also discuss how to
pl ay the money game, i .e., how to
get credit cards and bank loans before graduation. For students as
well as graduates, they give
gu idelines fo r:
How to establ ish realistic shortand long-term goals; how to w rite
an "unresume;" how to prepare fo r
a job interview; how to target the
job you really want; how to get the
highest starting salary an employer
, willpay .
Real World 101 goes a step
beyond the basic job-hunti ng process and explains how to adjust to
the corporate world once you've
landed the job you want. Salzman
and Calano offer tips on :
How to organize yourself and
your workspace; how to develop a
professional style; how to write effective memos; how to make a presentation; how to sharpen basic
reading, writing, talking, and listen ing skills .
Real World 101 is available at
your local bookstore for $7.95 or
from Warner Books, Box 690,
N .Y., N.Y. 10019. (If ordering by
mail, add 50¢ per book and per
order for postage and handling. )
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Japan' sflower dolls introduced to New York audiences
Kiku-ningyo began about two
centuries ago in Tokyo . The doll
Kiku-ningyo, chrysanthemum frames are constructed from bamdolls, which have been part of the boo and tatami-mat straw. The
Japanese culture, were displayed hands and faces are made from
at the New York Botanical Garden, sawdust formed into a papieroutside of Japan for the first time maiche like material. The back
drops are painted on canvas, and
this fall.
Each fall in Japan, the exhibition the clothing is formed from
of Kiku-ningyo captures the chrysanthemums and everygreen
Japanese people's hearts and branches. Removed from the soil
makes them recognize the value of · with roots intact,· entire plants are
their culture and long history inserted into tlie frame . They
which led to today's society . The should be changed every few days.
dolls, covered with thousands of Each job is created by a specialist,
small chrysanthemums, show the and requires many hours for prepaclassic stories of Japan. The ration. Even before the construcchrysanthemums were artistically tion, horticulturists take care of
stemmed
chrysan, arranged to be the Kimono, the flexible
themums in the field for over 14
tradition_al Japanese costume.

By Kuniko Ota

months in order to keep all blooming in the same time period . In this
way, a chrysanthemum doll is
created in collaboration with each
specialist's artistic technique.
In the New York Botanical Garden, 11 dolls were displayed in six
scenes, such as "Kabuki," with is a
Japanese traditional drama, typical
Japanese classic stores, "Momotaro," and "Taketori monogatari,"
and "Shogun" which was the Emperor of the House of Tokugawa.
We can imagine how people lived
hundreds of years ago through the
beauty of flowers .
The Kiku-ningyo tradition is
being revived in New York now,
and you can see it all at the ~ew
York Botanical Garden .

D isplay of Kiku-ningyo chrysanthemum dolls at the New York Botanical Gardens.

ALBUMS/ Unwrapping "Jethro Tull"
By David Wuethrich
Jethro Tull is one of those groups
that has managed to come out of
the early 70's pretty much unscathed . Even though there have
been a few personnel changes over
the years, the band has never gone
the full commercial route. Flamboyant frontsman, Ian Anderson,
and guitarist, Martin Barre, head a
group that can still put out a unique
album .
Under Wraps is the latest studio
effort of Mr. Anderson and company. It takes a different direction
than recent Tull productions;
Under Wraps has a heavy electronic sound. The lyrics take a turn
towards the modern world and its
problems.

The tone of the album is set with
the opening track, Lap of Luxury.
The heavy electronic sound and
deep percussion is heard throughout the rest of the album . The lyrics
are typical of Ian Anderson's wit,
" ... And the Gaffer is a man of
substance/Drives a Jag and takes
high tea/ Lives beyond the industrial wasteland/Laughing in the lap of
luxury." The song is about getting
rich, a subject to which we can all
relate.
Under Wraps' heavy electronic
sound comes from the fact that
most of the songs are co-written by
.Ian Anderson and Peter John Vettese, Jethro Tull's most recent
member. Peter Vettese teamed up
"Vith Ian Anderson to make Ian An-

derson 's solo album called Walk
Into Light; it seems that much of
Under Wraps is an extension of
that solo album .
As for the album's flaws, it is
sometimes steeped so much in
electronics that the other band
members seem non-existent. Martin Barre's excellent guitar playing
is not put to an inventive use on the
disc, although there are a few brief
moments when he is highlighted .
One of the nicest tracks on the
album is Under Wraps #2, an
acoustical version of the title track .
It is very simple, but easily the most
memorable track on the album .
Featuring Ian Anderson alone on
guitar with some backing vocals,
perhaps this ballad shows that Jet-

FILMS/A Soldier's Story
ByJames Madden
A Soldier's Story, a film based on
the play A Soldier's Play, by
Charles Fuller, is the latest
whodunnit drama to hit the
screens of America. The film, starring Howard Rollins Jr. and
Adolph Caesar, and featuring the
music of Herbie Hancock, probes
the mysterious death of an army
drill sergeant during World War II.
The film takes place in Tynin,
Louisianna in 1944 at a U .S. Army
base consisting of an entire black
population (with the exception of
the officers and commander). It
opens with a scene involving the
drunken journey of a company
sergeant from Tynin to the base.
During this adventure he is shown
being murdered by unknown persons. The murder triggers an uprising in the camp prompting a formal
investigation of the matter. It
seems that this is the fourth murder
of a black soldier in recent weeks
and the fingers are pointed to possible Klan involvement.
Arriving on the scene is a Capt.
Davenport (played by Rollins),
sent from Washington to Tynin to
look into the death of Sgt. Waters
(played by Caesar) . From the time

Davenport arrives, he is met with
the lack of cooperation of the base
military personnel. Davenport,
being the first black officer to set
foot in the base, overcomes the resistance and looks to unfold the
mysterious killing .
Davenport begins by questioning several men who served under
W aters for background information. They paint a picture of a man
obsessed with the idea of ridding
the army of blacks who in his
opinio are disgracing the black
race and limiting their emergence
into the war effort. They reflect on
specific occasions where Waters
goes out of his way to make sure
certain soldiers will not 'embarrass' anymore.
These recollections construct an
unfavorable impression of Waters
to Davenport and develop the
Waters' character as the target of
much hatred on the base. Davenport realizes that Waters' own colleagues or subordinates are responsible for his death .
The investigation reveals the dynamic ability of Rollins as an actor.
This enables him to stress the mental toughness and cleverness of the
Davenport character needed to
piece together the crime by recon-

structing the murder scene to yeild
the eventual cu lprits.
The fi Im employs and interesting
flashback approach which causes
the viewer to remain observant of
the clues to the solution. The suspense mounts as the I ist of suspects
is narrowed by Davenport and the
murderer revealed. This strategy
works well and makes an otherwise ho-hummer into an action
packed drama that I would recommend seeing.

hro Tull should not be so-called
progressive but regressive.
It is always good to see a band
that will take new directions and
not get caught in a rut. Under
Wraps has some good things on it;
it has some excellent production
and use of electronic rhythms such
as on the songs Sabotour and Heat,
and witty lyrics on tunes like Later
That Same Evening and Nobody's
Car.

What Under wraps lacks is a
certain excitement. The songs are
good, but they don 't seem to have
that bit of raw life that is needed to
make them truly memorable.
Fans of electronic music might
like Under Wraps . Jethro Tull fans
looking for another Aqualung or
Songs From The Wood might be
disappointed in thi s album , but at
least Jethro Tull is still around and
not dying from apathy .

Auditions
The New Jersey Public Theatre
in Cranford will hold open auditions on Saturday, December 15 at
1 p.m., for its staging fo Beth Henley's Crimes of the Heart. 'rhe
Pulitzer Prize-winning comedy
will be the second production of
the winter season for the theater located at 118 South Avenue East.
Robert Vaccaro, N]PT's artistic
director, will direct the play.
Crimes of the Heart features a
cast of six and will run Friday and
Saturday evenings at 8:30 p.m.
from February 8 through March 9,
1985. The play, which enjoyed a
successful Broadway run in 1982,
is the humorous story of the zany
Magrath sisters - Lenny, Meg and
Bag - on the madcapped Mississippi day when Babe returns home

from her rocky marriage.
Four women, ages 24-30, and
two men, 26-30, are needed for
the cast. Those auditioning will be
asked to read from the script using
a Southern accent; after the reading, performs may act a prepared
two-minute monologue of their
choice. A knowledge of the play is
helpful but not required .
NJPT also seeks theater artists
with any interest or experience in
set design, lighting, costuming or
stage management.
The New Jersey Public Theatre is
a non-profit regional theater. For
information on the auditions, subscription rates, including senior
citizen discounts, please call the
box office at (201) 272-5704.

Toy train exhibition
Toy trains spark the enthusiasm
of the young, evoke nostalgic reminders of the past for those a Iittle
older, and spark the interest and
curiosity of the collector. The New
Jersey State Museum in Trenton
opened a holiday exhibition of toy
trains Saturday, December 1. The
exhibition will be on view through
January 13 .
H ighlights of t~e exhibition are
several layouts that include operative trains winding through miniature villages, a 24" high live steam

BAH! HUMBUG!
Get in the spirit of Christmas with Pat McNally at
90.3 FM WKNJ on Monday, December 24 6:30
to 10:00_p.m. for an evening of progressive
Christmas music.

locomotive accompanied by replicas of passenger and freight
cars, and hundreds of electric toy
trains exhibited in wall cases along
with model trains and historic
transportation toys.
Harold Carstens, president and
publisher at Carstens Publications,
Inc ., specialists in the hobby field,
is one of the major lenders to the
exhibition .' He is the author of
many articles on model railroading
and railroads and publishes Railroad Model Craftsman and Railfan
&Railroad.
Among the unique toy trains he
is lending are the Lionel Blue
Comet, a miniature of the Jersey
Central Blue Comet that ran from
Jersey City to Atlantic City,- and a
Marklin Zeppelin, a one-car
streamlined train from the mid
1930s.
A replica steam engine, called a
live steam locomotive, that is 24"
high, 8' long and weights 700
pounds, is on display along with its
passenger and freight cars . David
Sclavi,
president of Mercer
Locomotive Works in Trenton, has
built three of these engines in the
past five years . The one on display
at the State Museum is owned by
Arthur Jones and is the same type
that was used on the NBC TV show
Silver Spoons. The TV train is actually operated by Sclavi 's_ dis-

tributor in California.
Sclavi has turned what was a
childhood hobby into a full time
business and has manufactured
these engines that are built on a
scale of 1½" to the foot. He
explained that these trains are not
for commercial amusement park
use but are built for the personal
use of hobbyists. The commercial
miniature trains are actually twice
as large as these live steam
locomotives.
In addition to building these
trains that can range in price form
$30,000 to $200,000, Sclavi
makes component parts that are
shipped all over the world .
Electric Toy Trains: 7890-1940
also includes Lionel and American
Flyers in standard gauge and smaller sizes as well as trains manufactured in Germany, England and
several other countries .
Accompanying this exhibition is
one of folk art from Bergen County
that opened in November and will
run through January 6.
The State Museum, a division of
the Department of State, is open
luesday through Saturday from 9
a.m . to 4 :45 p.m . and Sundays
from 1 to 5 p.m . It is closed Mondays and state holidays. Admission
is free and ample weekend parking
is
available
behind
the
planetarium.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS/.C LASSIFIEDS·.
Classifieds

1

Experiencing stress? Tension?

Spinners Plus, Music for all af-

Overworked? Set up an appointment for a relaxing, unwinding,
Swedish massage, sport massage or foot massage. Or confused about holiday gifts? Not
sure what to get? How does "Massage Gift Certificate" sound? For '
more information contact Steven
J. Guttman, Certified Registered
Massage Therapist, at 687-4549.

fairs. Neil D'Andria (201) 2492420; Jack Hellman (201) 5459307; Rogers 510, 527-2837.

Semester Break Work. $7.15
starting rate. Local business is accepting applications, can lead to
part-time. No experience. 6344920.
Math Tutor. All levels algb. thru
calc. Will accept any challenge.
David Cohen. Call 232-8081 anytime, 232-608511 a.m.-11 p.m.

Trumpet

and , piano

player

wanted to play in new band being
formed at Kean College. Practices ,are at 1 :40 on Tuesdays in
the TPA. If interested, see Wally
Price of the Music Department,
527-2-107.

Deadline for Classified Ads is Friday 12:00 prior to publication. The
cost is $7.00 for the first 30 words.
Each additional word is 30¢ and
must be prepaid 5 days prior to
publication. Students may place
an ad free of charge. Cancellation
of classifieds must be given between 12:00 and 3:00 p.m., 3
days prior to publication.

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
.JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC - SOUTH AMERICA -THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS . HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa, The South
- not including members of
Pacific , The Far East, South
the armed services - are· America ... nearly every part
now living overseas. These
of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly
(3). Companies and
everypossible activiGovernment agencies
ty ... construction, engineeremploying personnel in nearing, sales, transportation,
ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accounthe unskilled la borer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college trained professional
refining, teaching, nursing,
man or woman .
government, etc.-etc . And
(4). Firms and organizamany are earning $2,000 to
tions engaged in foreign con$5,000 per month .. .or more!
struction projects, manufacTo allow you the opturing, mining, oil re.fining,
portunity to apply for
engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we
teach-ing, etc., etc .
nave researched and compil(5). How and where to aped a new and exciting direcply for overseas Government
tory on overseas employjobs .
ment. Here is just a sample
(6). Information about
of what our International
summer jobs .
Employment Directory
( 7 ). You will receive our
covers.
Employment Opportunity
( 1). Our International
Digest.. .ja m-packed with inEmployment Directory lists
formation about curr~nt job
dozens of cruise ship comopportunities. Special secpanies, both on the east and
tions features news of
west coast. You will be told
overseas construction prowhat type of positions the - jects , executive positions
cruise ship companies hire,
and teaching opportunities .
such as deck hands,
90Day Money
restaurant help, cooks,
Back Guarantee
bartenders, just to name a
Our International Employfew . You will also receive
ment Directory is sent to you
several Employment Apwith this guarantee . If for
plication Forms that you
any reason you do not obtain
may send directly to the
overseas employment or you
companies you would like to
are not satisfied with the job
work for.
offers ... simply return our
(2). Firms and organizaDirectory within 90 days and
tions employing all ty pes of
we'll refund your money propersonnel in Australia,
mptly .. . no questions asked.

ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund . On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash .. .. check .... or money order .. .. - for your

Directory.·
please pri nt

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ APT # _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ZIP

International Employment Directory 1984

SAM

College Hour* College Hour

Evening Students: Would
you like to join the Society for
Advancement of Management
but are unable to attend afternoon classes? If so, an Evening Division of SAM is being
formed . If you would like to
help us organize and plan
events, please contact Dr.
Parker in 405 Willis Hall. For a
complete list of this year's
events, please refer to the
calendar posted outside of
405 Willis Hall .

ATTENTION

Toys for Tots
Toy Drive. Donate your new
or used toys for children in
need. Collection dates: Dec.
17, 18, 19. Location: Browsing
Room (Bookstore). Time: 8:30
a.m.-8 :30 p.m. Sponsored by
Nu Delta Pi.

Alcoholics Anonymous
AA Meetings, Tuesdays 1:403:00 p.m. Call Hotline for location
527-2300/2360, 289-2101 or 2892100.

Campus Source Electronic
Announcement Boards
If you would like to place an
announcement on the electronic boards located in the
College Center, Downs Hall
and the Bookstore, forms for
messages are available in the
Office of Student Activities,
CC-143. Please include date,
time, location, sponsor and
contact person. The deadline
for submitting information• is
noon on Thursday prior to the
week you wish the message to

run.

Only announcements from
recognized student groups or
· Kean College Offices will be
· run on the boards. No personal messages or outside announcements will be run.

The Council for
Exceptional Children

The Junior Class in conjunction with other student and faculty groups will present a:

Ethiopia Awareness Day
Tuesday, December 18 in Sloan Lounge

Library Schedule
December 22-January 6
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Fridays
Saturdays
Sundays

8:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
Christmas & New Year's Day CLOSED
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
CLOSED
CLOSED

Library Schedule
Midyear Study: January 7-27
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Friday~
Saturdays
Sundays

. 8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -4:00 pm.
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

CLOSED
CLOSED

Indy Personals
Buckeye,
Pizza, Bagels~ and Seltzer
water ... whatalife!!!
Michelle,
Happy very Belated Birthday.
We '11 have to go into the city next
week. What'd you expect for a
dollar?!
The Fourth
Daniel,
Stop smelling my feet .- . .

T.B.

Coach,
Two months from now, I will
have off on Tuesday. M~ybe we
can get strombolis and beer. I figure we better start planning now
BigE
Sharon, B.J., Roz, J.D.,
Nancy, Mel, Debbie, Bonni,
Mary, Patty, Jody, Gail,
Linda, May, Laz, and of
course, Pam:
Thanks for the time of my life.
Good luck next year, maybe

Come back to N.P., we 11111118 you'll make the playoffs.
Doc
you. The ''Powers" are waning
my · patience and every one · T.J.,
else's.
Don't worry you have our full
The Crew· support and we won ' t let any:
thing happen to you. We' II do evSteve,
Bring more wine and it doesn't erything in our power to help
you.
affect me at all.
Nadi
Love,Sue
Doug,
John,
It was great seeing you again ,
When are you going to fix my '
come
back again soon . I'm
toilet?
Tidy Bowl Woman hopelessly infatuated with you.
Love, Tracy
Mar,
Even though he's gone now , . If you have a message for
I'm sure he'll return. They al- someone: Birthday, anniversary,
ways do .
or just a hello, why not say it in the
Producer Indy Personals! The cost is only

Are you creative? Can you
use an extra $25.00? The
Council for Exceptional Children will give a cash reward of
$25.00 to the person who
creates the best design for our
sweatshirts.
Entries due by February 5,
1985. Please bring them to the
$1.00! Messages should be thirty
CEC Office CC122. For more Garry and Tonto,
words or less, typed or written legiCan I get this in a supermar- bly. Drop itby CC-119, deadline is
info please call 351-5730.
Friday 12:00. Note: Messages will
Hint: last year's slogans - · ket? Get SERIAL!!!
Mrs.FolPers be printed at Editor's discretion.
"Hug a Special Child" and
"Special Educators Do It Ex"I JUST LOVED THIS MOVIE!
ceptionally."
Manfredi is perfection as he walks
the tightrope of tragi-comedy in
Communicationthe great tradition of the
Help Center
gentleman tramp?' - Judith Crist
Hotline: Have a problem?
Want to Rap? Monday through
The movie glows with
intelligence. Hilarious, engaging
Friday, 9 a.m.-1 a.m.; Saturand bittersweet?'-Kathleen Carroll . N.Y. Da,ly News
day through Sunday 2 p.m.-1
a.m. Information and Refer"A WONDERFUL FILM." - Rex Reed
rals. (201) 289-2101, 527Starring Nino Manfredi and Anno Karina .
2360, 527-2330.

"***""'

Editor's
Note:
If your club or group has
something going on let the rest
of the campus know and put it
on the Announcements Page.
Announcements should be
ninety · (90) wotds or less,
typed or written legibly.
Deadline is Friday 12:00
noon.

You 'll Laugh
Till Your
Heart Breaks
Tuesday, December 18,1984

1:40 8. 7:40 p.m. J-100,

Free Admission
Faculty / Student Discussion to Follow Evening Screening
Spon~v• ed by the Cultural Arts Programming Board

Thurs., Dec. 13, 1984
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creati·a n Round
Flag football highlights
By Bob Brainard

Phi Beta Delta vs. Sigma Beta Tau ·
Phi Beta Delta beat Sigma Beta Tau 14~13. In the aggressive first half
of the game, both teams managed to score. But it was Delta that accomr,anied its score with an extra point. These Delta scoring efforts were
done by Dan DeBenedetto and Nick Anzevino. Tau's first half score
was achieved when quarterback Gregg Marotta ran into the end zone .
In the second half, both teams kept each other's offense busy with
close defensive coverage. But Delta's Eugene Ponik managed to side
track Tau's defensive coverage and thus brought home a touchdown
score . This was followed by Bobby Morton's extra point completion .
Tau's spirited determination, in the game' s final seconds, proved to be
unyielding i the face of Delta's 8 point lead. It was in this light that Tau's
quarterback, Gregg Marotta, passed the ball into the arms of the end
zone bound Alan Frock. This was followed by Scott Halprin's extra
point. Even though this scoring drive brought Tau within one point of
Delta, it was not enough at the game's end. Final Score- Delta 14, Tau
12.

Co-rec volleyball highlights

. Department of
Intramural-Recreational
Sports
Dlvlalonof
Information Recreation

HOLIDAY
CLOSING
The recreation facilities
of the college will close at
10:00 p.m. on Friday,
December 14 for the
Christmas Holiday. The
facilities will reopen for the
mid-year session on
Monday, January 7 at 12:00
noon.

DIVISION OF
INFORMAL RECREATION
MID-YEAR 1985

Janua,y 7-Janua,y 25
lnfo,mal Rec,eation Houts

12:00 P.M.-3:00 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
Rec,eotlon Facllltl•11 Swimming Pool, Exercise Room,
Main Gymnoslum
The Swimming Pool ond Main Gymnosium ore
locoted In the D'Angolo Gymnosium. The Exercise
Room Is locoted in Compus School Eost.

•A valid Kean College lD. is required for
admittance to all recreational facilities.

Happy Holiday

Maximus Volleyballus
overtakes Barbarians II
The Intramural Co-Rec Volleyball final championship game took
place on M onday, December 3 at 8:30 p.m. in the D'Angola Gym.
Both teams, Maximus Volleyballus and Barbarians II, were com ing in
after big victories on the previ.ous Thursday. The fi rst game of the match
was close during the enti re game' as the lead score see-sawed back and
forth . Maxim us Volleyball us managed to pull ahead 18-16 to clinch the
first game. Early in the second game, Maxi mus Volleyballus pu lled
away wi th a 5-1 lead, w hich expanded to an 8-2 lead. Just as it appeared that Barbarians II were sunk, they rallied back to catch and,
eventually, overtake Maxim us Volleyballus 16-14. The rubber game of
the match was not as close as the prev ious two games. Maximus Volleyballus took advantage of some costly mistakes by the Barbarians II
and zoomed away with a 15-2 victory. The champions, Maximus Volleyba//us, have been awarded Intramural Champion T-shirts, Certificates of Merit, and the team is being added to the trophy plaque. The
Department oi Intramural-Recreational Sports congratulates all Co-Rec
Vo lleyball teams for a fine season and especially Maxi mus Volleyballus
for a well played tournament.
The Department of Intramu ra l-Recreational Sports expresses
gratitude to the followi ng individuals for supervising, officiati ng, and
assisting in the adminisstration of the Intramural Co-Rec Volleyball season : Bob Brainard, Kathleen Starling, Jan Miller, Rosanne Delorenzo,
and Doreen Cashin .

Backgammon
The Intramural Backgammon Tournament was held on Tuesday, December 4 during College Hour. As the contestants arrived, boards in
hand, they prepared themselves for the competition . The individuals
were placed in a double elimination bracket, which means that an individual must lose twice before being elimi nated from further competition. Frank Bassani breezed through the w inner's bracket and awaite...;
for Richard Wright to battle his way through the loser's bracket. As the
two finalists set up the board, each was aware of the pressure on him
to outperform his opponent. Richard Wright defeated Frank Bassani,
serving Frank his first loss of the tournament. A second match began,
but it was not long before Frank real ized he had Richard in the palm
of his hand . The Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports presented Frank Bassani with an Intramural Champion T-sh irt and the top
thre finishers were awarded a Certificate of Merit. Congratulations !!

Department of
Intramural-Recreational Sports

WANTED
* Ufeguarcb *
* Office Worlce,s *
* Area Attendants For GymnC16/a cl Exercl• Room *
The Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports
is.now accepting applications for these positions on
its staff for the spring 1985 semester. The application
deadline is Friday, February 25, 1985. If you are
interested in applying for any of these positions,
please come to:

Department of
lnframural-Recreaflonal Sports
Room 122, Easf Campus
Phone: 527-2229

Mon., Dec. 3 - Barbarians II vs. Maximus Volleyballus. Maximus
Volleyballus defeated Barbarians 11 18-16, 14-16, 15-2.

Get

INSTANT CASH
for Your Textbooks!
Here are a few examples of
titles and prices we pay:

Upcoming
events ...
Five-player basketball
Mark it now!! The entry deadline for Intramural Five Player Basketball is Friday, February 8. The
organizational meeting will be
held on Tuesday, February 12 in
D-1 25 of the D' Angola Gym at
1 :40 p.m. (College Hour).

Sports
Clubs

Etemenls of Biological SclenCI, , Keeton

10.00

The Economics of Money & Banking, Goldfield
Introductory PsychoJogy, Goleman
Educational Psychology, Owen

16.00
12.50
11 .50

Uttle Brown Handbook, Fowler
with Supplement

6.00

An Invitation to Health, Combs

11 .00

A History of Civilization, Vol. I, Brinton
Vol. II
Mathematics with Appllc. In Mgm 't & Eco., Bowen

9.50
9.50

14.00

Algebra and Trigonometry, lial

13.50

About Philoscphy, Wolff
Sock>logy, Robertsoo

12.50

Speech Communication , Brooks
( ~ IOChfnge)

You can get CASH ON THE SPOT
when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes & Noble. We'll pay you top
prices-UP TO 50 % of your purchase
price!
The best time to sell is right after
your final exams .. .just bring your
books to the campus bookstore!
We look forward to seeing you.

All Sports Clubs have concluded
for the fall 1984 semester. Thank
you to all who participated. The
Sports Clubs Re-organizational
meeting for the spring 1985 semester will be held on Tuesday, February 5 in D-125 of the D' Angola
Gym at 1 :40 p. m. (College Hour).

$16.00

Programming thB IBM Personal Computer, Graham

Kean College Bookstore
A Service of

Barnes & Noble
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SPORTS
Kean's swi0101in' wo01en
ByJeni Power

November 29, 1984 marked the
beginning competition for the 11
woman swim team and diving
squad. "This year looks stronger
thar:i expected with great potential
from my swimmers and diver,"
said coach Mary C. Bernard, who
trained under Olympic coach
James E. Counsilman during her
undergraduate studies at Indiana
University.

.

Although the team is small , it
only lost by a margin of eight
points against the United States
Merchant
Marine
Academy,
which holds nine "All American"
records.
Kean was not intimidated by the
size of its opponent, taking many
first and second places in the individual events. The first place
swimmers include freshman Joan
McGavin in the 200 yard freestyle
and 200 yard breaststroke. Junior

'

Kean College men' s wrestling team schedule
Date
12/15
1/5
1/9
1/19
1/23
1/26
1/30
2/2
2/8
2/15

Opponent
Site
Glassboro*/Wagner
A
Brooklyn College
H
Montclair State*
H
Seton Hall/
A
Brooklyn Polytechnical
Hunter/Albany
A
Stevens/ Rutgers-Newark
A
Trenton State
H
Rutgers-Camden
A
Metropolitan Championship
A
NCAA Regionals
A
*Jersey Athletic Conference Meets

Time
12 :00
1:00
6:00
12:00
TBA
2 :00
6:00
1:00
TBA
TBA

Kean College women's swim team schedule

Elizabeth Kenny took first place in
the 100 yard breaststroke. The 400
yard freestyle relay was captured
by sophomores Kate Sugameli and
Lisa Andrejco and freshmen Sara
Bueno and Joan McGavin.
In the diving competition ,
Kean's only diver, Heidi Becker
accepted the first place honor in
. the optional diving event.
Kean will open the new year by
hosting Brooklyn College on January 11 at 6:00.

At home on Monday, December
10, the Kean Squires suffered their
second loss of the season to the
University of Pennsylvania with
the score of 8-3 .
In the first period the Squires
seemed to have the game under
control , with Tom Bauer scoring
two goals within the first four minutes. The ,assists on both goals
went to Rich Masini and Jim

By Tony Dias
The Kean wrestling team,
coached by Elvin Washington , has
high hopes for the 1984-1985 season . "As far as depth is concerned,
our outlook is very bright. I think
we have a good chance of finishing
over
.500,"
said
coach
Washington.

With six returning wrestlers and
the addition of twelve freshmen,
Kean will be strong in number and
should avenge last year' s record of

Lithgow. Later in the period Penn ., the end of this period was 8-3.
who seemes almost invisible in the
beginning, charged back to score
In the last period no goals were
three goals. The period ended with scored by either team. Kean did
the score of 3-2 in favor of Univer- . manage to rack up the penalties
sity of Penn.
when they saw there was no
Again in the first minutes of the chance to win . Players on both
second period the Squires domi- sides started fights at every availnated the ice. Ed Mccullen scored able chance. The game ended with
a third goal for the Squires, this tied the Squire's Jeff Ciercello being rethe game. In the last 10 minutes of moved from the game for misconthe period U. of Penn . scored five duct and team captain Jim Lithgow
goals to win the game. The score at out for interference.

NJIT controls Kean 5-2
eluded, "we were equally as
talented as them, but we just did
The Kean College Squires ice not skate our game." The disaphockey squad suffered a 5-2 defeat pointing performance by Kean
to the New Jersey Institute ofTech- · may be attributed to the untimely
nology (NJIT) on Saturday, De- absence of three important
cember 8.
players. Senior captain Jim
After the confrontation, sopho- Lithgow was serving a one game
more right wing Jim Post con- suspension and defensemen Ed
By Mark Malinowski

Opponent
Site
St. Peter' s
H
Trenton State*/Columbia
H
Seton Hall
A
Monmouth
H
College of New Rochel le
A
Glassboro State*
A
NJAIAW Championship
A
East Stroudsburg
H
Queens
A
*Jersey Athletic Conference Meets

Time
6 :30
2:00
6:00
2 :00
6 :00
6 :00
6 :00
6:00

Kean wrestling looks forward
to a winning season

Squires hockey suffer loss to U. ofPenn.
By Laura Crilly

Date
1/15
1/19
1/22
1/26
1/30
2/5
2/8-9
2/13
2/15

Shumann and Glen Barbosa were
hampered by nagging injuries.
Despite the shortage of scoring
punch, the Squires were able to register two goals both from the stick
of freshman left wing Kevin Doyle.
The setback dropped the Squires
over a11 record to 4-3.

3-17.
lbs., Mike Gardini and Tom Moritz
Returning from last year' s squad
both at 158 lbs., and Jim Williams
will be senior Mike Williams (142
and Bill Hayes (HWT) .
lbs.), Williams posted a 22-1 O record last year. Al Nardone (190
Kean began the season with delbs.), Bob Morton (134 lbs.),
feats to FDU-Teaneck and Upsala
Dominick Gallo (150 lbs.), Mike
College. This past weekend the
Wooby (177 lbs.), and Al Barsanti
team raised their record 3-3-1 by
(HWT) are also returning to the - winning two out of three dual meet
squad . New team members inmatches. The squad defeated
clude Gary Gaines (126 lbs.), Rob
Swarthmore 30-24 and Albright
Dixon (134 lbs. ), Tim Flynn (142
College 42-19. The next home
lbs.), Ed Hay (177 lbs.), Jim Altammatch will be January 5 against
uro and Gary Pecruso both at 150
Brooklyn College.

Kea-n College men's
ice hockey team schedule
Date
12/15
12/16
1/2

Opµonent
U. of M aryland
Townsend State
Kean New YearTourn.
1/3
Kean New Year Tourn.
1/7
Ocean CC
Morri s CC
1/12
1/16
Maritime
St. Francis
1/20
Mari st
1/23
1/27
Manhattan
West Chester
1/30
Rutgers
2/4
U . of Pennsylvania
2/5
2/7
Wagner
2/10
Columbia
2/13
NJIT
Ocean CC
2/_2 0
Southern Connecticut
2/23
Fordham
2/27
Home Rink:
*Meadowl and s Arena

Site
A
A
H
H

Time
9 :30
9 :30
8:30
3 :30

A

6:00

A
7: 00
H
9 :30
4 :45
A
H
9 :30
A
7 :30
H
9 :30
9 :15
A
A
9:00
H
3: 30
4 :45
A
H
9 :30
H
9:30
7: 00
A
H
9 :3 0
Warinaco Park

1984-1985 basketball schedule
Feb. 12

Women's
Date
Dec. 13
Dec. 15
Dec. 19
Dec. 28-29
Jan.4
Jan . 9
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 25
Jan . 29
Jan. 30
Feb. 1
Feb.4
Feb.5
Feb.9
Feb. 10

Opponent
Lackawanna (JV)
Bergen(JV)
Stockton*
Jersey City State*
Christmas Classic:
S. Conn., Pine Manor, E. Conn.
Scranton
Rochester
Ocean (JV)
New Haven
West Point Prep (JV)
Trenton State*
Morris(JV)
East Stroudsburg
Rutgers-Camden
Montclair State (JV)
Glassboro State*
Georgian Ct.
Mercer(JV)
William Paterson*
Stockton*
Union (JV)
Jersey City State*
West Point Prep (JV)
Frostburg
Salisbury

Site
H
A
A
H
H

Time
7:00
1:00
3:00
7:30
6:00

H
H
H

5:30
8:00
5:30
4:00
7:00
6:00
1 :00
3:00
7:30
6:00
7:00
6:00
7:00
7:30
7 :30
7:30
7:00
1 :00
3:00
1:00

A
A
A
H
H
H

A
A
H

A
H
H
H
A
H

A
A

Feb. 15
Feb. 16
Feb. 18
Feb. 19-22

Middlesex (JV)
New Rochelle
Lackawanna (JV)
Trenton State*
West Chester
Jersey Athletic Conference
Playoffs (tie)
* Jersey Athletic Conference Meets

H
H

A
H
A

6:00
8:00
8 :00
6:00
7 :00

Men's

/

Date
Jan.4
Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan . 16
Jan . 18
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 25
Jan. 29
Feb. 2
Feb.5
Feb.9
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 15

Site
Opponent
H
Upsala
H
Rutgers-Camden*
H
Ramapo*
A
Rutgers-Newark*
A
Montclair State*
A
Fort Monmouth
A
Stevens
H
Glassboro State*
H
Trenton State*
A
William Paterson* at Meadowlands
A
Stockton*
H
Jersey City State*
A
Ramapo*
H
Western Connecticut
A
Rutgers-Camden*
A
NJIT
*Jersey State Athletic CGnference Meets

V Time JV Time
7:30
6:00
6:00
8:00
8:00
6:00
8:00
7:00
8:00
6:00
8 :00
8:00
4:15
2:30
6:00
8 :00
2:30 12:30
8 :00
6:00
7:30
7:30

